In America today there are few readers of poetry, and fewer still with leisure for poets not our contemporaries. These few may well be advised to spend their days and nights with Homer, Virgil, and Shakespeare-the inexhaustible. Unless one is an antiquarian who prizes objects the more in proportion to their rarity-why bother with minor writers who are, by definition, strictly irrelevant to the current scene and mind?
One motive is that of the literary historian, for whom a minor writer is often more efficient than a major one, because characteristic of his age-less a "hero" than a "representative man." Another is that of the psychologist of art, curious to discover (if he can) the pattern of failure: why, whether by default of character, or deficiency of talent, or maladjustment to context, a writer lacked the one thing needful. Yet another is that of the critic, whom the "minor" and the "bad" persistently spur to the definition of excellence. And finally there is that special kind of temperament exemplified by Louise Imogen Guiney, who cherished a fond affection for small or incompletely realized poets such as Mangan and Lionel Johnson, Alabaster, and the "matchless Orinda"; who "was always listening, the generous band to the responsive ear, to echoes from 'forgotten or infrequent lyres,' " and for whom the least line or image of true poetry was too precious for oblivion.
To all of these interests, the story of Thomas W. Parsons (1819-1892) has something to offer. His early years belong to New England's Golden Day; his latter to the Gilded, that age when the prophetic Concord and the didactic Cambridge disappeared; when art and religion had become separated from the conduct of business and politics. By virtue of his Anglophilism and Anglocatholicism, Parsons was an alien to the place in which he lived; and his devotion to Dante alienated him from his time. His own poetry, too, had its affiliation with vanished or vanishing idioms: in his satires, his theory of translation, and his lyric style, he was a poetic "non-juror," a conscientious survival from an earlier day, the late eighteenth century, when sentimental and neoclassic impulses held each other in check.
Parsons was born at Boston in 1819, the birth-year of Lowell, of Melville, and of Whitman; he was ten years the junior of Holmes and Poe, twelve years the junior of Longfellow and Whittier. The poet's father, after whom he was named, was an Englishman who emigrated to New England and, after taking an M.D. at Harvard, practised medicine and dentistry. The family lived on Winter Street in Boston; worshipped at Trinity Church, then occupying, in its massive brick Gothic, the corner of Summer and Hawley Streets.
In 1828, the son entered the Boston Latin School; and here, excelling in the classical languages, he tried his hand at translating Horace into English verse. For some reason, now unknown, he was not sent to Harvard: the substitute was a European journey, upon which, in 1836, his father conducted him. The ship which bore the Parsonses to Italy landed them on the island of Malta, where, in the course of a fortnight, the seventeen-year-old youth had his first perception of a world antithetic to the neat, shadowless land of the Yankee-a world of poverty, horror, age, and art.
For young Parsons, Florence proved the memorable city. Accidentally meeting Signora Guiseppa Danti, he lodged with her during his stay; and, long after, he recalled: "There, in the venerable Borgo Sant' Apostolo, consecrated, in my imagination by a verse of Dante's, in the ancient House of the Acciaiuoli, and in the home of a learned lady who bore the name of the poet, I became enamoured of the Divina Commedia." He first became acquainted with Dante from the Paradiso; he memorized it and declaimed it as he walked the streets of Florence. The sights, sounds, and odours of Italy quickened his sensibility; and Italy offered, in her art and poetry, the instigation of a personal culture not incoherent but centred.
In Boston once again, he commenced to study medicine at Harvard; but he did not complete his course and, though in later life he was styled "Dr." Parsons, held no degree until Harvard, in 1853, through the kind offices of Professor Andrews Norton, conferred upon him an honorary M.A. For some time, it seems, he practised dentistryNorton's son Charles Eliot Norton, writing in 1855, is the most authentic witness; of profession or livelihood Parsons makes, in his own letters, no mention. In 1857, he married Hannah Allen, who had privately printed, often without her husband's knowledge, the many small volumes of his poetry which make him of interest to collectors.
Parsons made at least two other journeys to Europe. He passed the year 1847 in Italy; at Rome he made the friendship of the sculptor Thomas Crawford, whom he accompanied upon long rambles and with whom he spent long evenings of wine and conversation. During the same journey, he visited Naples, Sorrento, Capri, Salerno, Pompeii, and Calabria. To one of his literary scholarship and taste, the drive from Salerno recalled the Eclogues and the Georgics:
Here everything is quite Vergilian-shepherds with their flocks-a Meliboeus under every beech-farmers that seem to have never change of fashion either in dress or village. We stopped at a farmhouse where some peasants were feeding on garlick and bacon-the hut filled with smoke as in Augustan days ....
The sight of Paestum evoked Hellenic antiquity:
I have never seen a more solemn spot-the ruins are less beautiful perhaps than some in Rome but they are of a wholly different aspect-the look of age is immense compared with those in the Forum. Two are less elegant in proportion than the others and seem to be of an age before the Doric had been much improved on .... You can fancy the inhabitants of this early city of Magna Grecia-Posidonia-looking with contempt on the people of upstart Athens and their new fangled notions about architecture .... His father's England was for Parsons, probably even more than nine--teenth-century Italy, the congenial setting. In 1871-2, for fourteen months, he lived in London more in accord with his surroundings than ever before or afterward. He described to a Bostonian his content with the "peaceful pastoral way of life in serene Pall Mall where I see nothing more exciting than the figure, occasionally He had to the full the English feeling for the country, and when in Boston, spent as much time as possible in the quiet villages nearby. In the 1850's, the Wayside Inn at Sudbury, owned and operated by two bachelor brothers, offered a retreat for rusticating poets and scholars.
In the prelude to his Tales of a Wayside Inn (1863), Longfellow characterized its chief frequenters: Henry Wales, in commemoration of whom Parsons wrote "A Dirge," is the "Student"; Daniel Treadwell, Parsons' "best and earliest friend" and Rumford Professor at Harvard, is the "Theologian"; the "Sicilian" is Luigi Monti, instructor in Italian under Professor Longfellow and then husband of Parsons' sister Fanny; Parsons himself is Longfellow's "Poet," whose verse Was tender, musical, and terse; The inspiration, the delight, The gleam, the glory, the swift flight Of thoughts so sudden, that they seem The revelations of a dream, All these were his; but with them came No envy of another's fame ....
Honor and blessings on his head While living, good report when dead, Who, not too eager for renown, Accepts, but does not clutch, the crown.
For general society he had little taste: though, from his youth, he had the acquaintance and respect of Lowell, Longfellow, Norton, Emerson, and Holmes, he was not their intimate; and, though a contributor to the Atlantic, he was never a member of the Saturday Club. After his return from England, he withdrew more and more into his sanctuaries-the country, the classics, the translation of Dante, religious contemplation. The city became emblematic of all that dulls and dizzies, of the confused, confusing, and purposeless.
Cherish thy muse! for life hath little more, Save what we hold in common with the herd : 0 blessing of these woods! to walk unstirred By clash of commerce and the city's roar! What finds the scholar in those flaming walls But wearied people hurrying to and fro, Most with too high, and many without aim, Crowded in vans or sweltering in huge halls To hear loud emptiness or see the show? Were this a life to "scape the Muses" blame? Rather than such would I the Parcae ask, Folding mine arms, to stretch me on the floor Where Agamemnon in his golden mask Dreams not of Argolis or Argos more.
("To a Poet in the City") His literary culture was wide and fine. French, Italian, and Latin he wrote with ease, retaining into old age his skill at Latin verse. If he translated from Michelangelo, Chiabrera, and Manzoni, his familiar letters show his intimacy with Homer, Virgil, and Horace.
Christian humanist, Parsons confirmed by mature assent his baptism into "the Church." Though an Episcopalian, he was, wrote his friend Louise Chandler Moulton, "as nearly a Roman Catholic as he well could be without absolutely stepping over the dividing line." Since he appears never to have come under the influence of Newman, Pusey, and their fellows, his High Anglicanism must have been self-initiated-his own mediation between England and Italy, the Prayer Book and Dante: and in a sonnet, "Turning from Darwin to Aquinas," he rejects the modern thinker for the mediaeval.
For nearly a hundred years, Cambridge has been a place where men have studied Dante. At Harvard College, Ticknor, Longfellow, Lowell, Norton, Grandgent, and Singleton have in succession lectured on, edited, and translated the poet; and there Santayana wrote his study of Dante as a philosophical poet. The Cambridge Dante Society, established in 1881 under the presidency of Longfellow, and including cultivated Bostonians such as Parsons and Howells as well as professors, was the first of its kind in America. In 1893, Charles Norton could fairly call Longfellow, Lowell, and Parsons "the three most eminent lovers and disciples of Dante in America; three poets who had each devoted a large portion of his life to the study of Dante's work, and contributed as no other scholars have done to diffuse his influence in this country." For Parsons, Dante was pre-eminently the "signor dell' altissimo canto." Like Pound and Eliot, Parsons could give no comparable rank to the heretic Milton. In 1843, he issued privately The First Ten Cantos of the Inferno. With terza rima he had earlier experimented, only to reject it as a "form foreign to our language"; "and, though blank verse had been used in 1812 by Cary, the most popular translator of the Commedia, Parsons judged it incapable of Dante's "musical severity." The form which he decided upon, the heroic quatrain, he defended as "our measure nearest to the Italian, and the measure of Gray's 'Elegy,' which already has possession of the English ear, and must adorn it forever.'' The 1843 translation was followed by a critical essay illustrated by Parsons' reading in six literatures and so written as to make one regret that so little such prose was to follow. Having delineated, with insight, Dante's character and poetic sovereignty, Parsons declared the spirit in which he approached his own discipline. "To render him properly requires, in short, somewhat of Dante's own moods : it needs time and toil. Fasting and solitude might not be amiss."
The Dial favourably reviewed the little volume; Cary sent a letter of encouragement; and Professor Andrews Norton, literary pontiff of Cambridge, urged Parsons to proceed. Yet twenty-two years passed; and when, in 1865, the six hundredth anniversary of Dante's birth required homage, Parsons had still but seventeen cantos to send, in a privately printed brochure, to Florence. Two years later, however-almost concurrently with Norton's prose translation of the Vita Nuova and Longfellow's blank-verse Commedia-Parsons published his complete Inferno.
Although Parsons hoped to complete his Purgatorio for publication in 1872, one who had spent twenty-five years on the Inferno was not to progress through the second Canticle more rapidly. But be bad pleasure in reading a long eulogy of his Inferno, which appeared in the Catholic World for November 1868, probably from the pen of the editor Fr. Isaac Hecker (a member of Brook Farm before he became a Catholic and the founder of the Paulist order). The reviewer pronounced Parsons' work "What, after a close and careful study, we deem the best of all translations of Dante." Encouraged by this appreciation, Parsons thereafter contributed to the World, at irregular intervals, instalments of his translation.
In 1876 appeared The Ante-Purgatorio (the eight preliminary cantos). "In perusing this version," Parsons prefatorily wrote," ... the reader may profitably direct his attention less to any dogma of the Church ... than to the allegorical sense of the poet, founded, as it must be acknowledged by all Christian believers, upon the facts of our own nature and the history of the human heart. The 'Roman doctrine concerning Purgatory' may be combatted as an article of faith, but must be admitted as a true statement of the condition of mankind religiously considered . ... "
At his death, he left a "Purgatorio" completed through the twentysecond canto as well as fragments of the "Paradiso." He often sent manuscript or proof-sheets for the criticism of Lowell and Norton, carefully pondering their strictures. Even after publication, he continued to revise. The study of Dante, employing his scholarship and taste, was, for him, also an act of devotion; each manuscript page bears the sign of the cross; on the same pages there often appear Latin invocations of Dante's theological master St. Thomas.
His standards were rigorous; his patience, unwearying. "Let no man," he once said, "approach Dante's temple who is not master of his time." To a publisher attempting to hasten him, he replied, "I expect to be a student of Dante through all eternity, and therefore I cannot afford to be hurried by the exigencies of your house." His obiter dicta assume the same high tone: "Even in this democratic country we must bear to remember that Dante is of all poets the most aristocratic in that he requires absolute allegiance."
When successive instalments of his translations appeared, they were received, always respectfully, by his fellow Dantists Lowell, Norton, and Howells. Yet-while they had a real regard for Parsons as a man, scholar, and poet-his conception of his task differed radically from theirs.
To convey into another language both the "prose sense" of a poem and its style and, at the same time, to make the translation read like an original English poem is manifestly impossible. According to the Renaissance and neoclassical theory, exemplified in Pope's Homer and Dryden's Virgil and Juvenal, the substance of the foreign poem should be assimilated and then reworked in a fashion which should, for "beauties" lost in transit from one language to another, substitute new "beauties" appropriate to the translator's tongue and genius. Against this theory of free or "creative" translation, the nineteenth century revolted, arguing that, since poetic style cannot really be reproduced in another tongue, it is of chief importance to paraphrase closely, either in unrhymed verse or in prose: the theory makes prose the really logical choice.
Longfellow and his friends rejected Cary's Dante as Miltonic rather than Dantesque; and Parsons' version seemed to them another unevenly brilliant instance of the old, mistaken method-a translation in tone-and style-alien to the original, as though the translator said, "I too am a poet."
The distinction between theories can be illustrated by paralleling Dante, Longfellow, and Parsons at the end of the second canto of the Purgatorio. Casella has been singing. lo mio maestro ed io quella gente ch'eran con lui parevan si contenti, come a nessun toccasse altro la mente. noi eravam tutti fissi ed attenti aile sue note; ed ecco i1 veglio onesto, gridando: "Che e cio, spirite lenti? "qual negligenza, quale stare e questo?
Correte al monte a spogliarvi lo scoglio, ch'esser non lascia a voi Dio manifesto."
My master and myself and all that people Which with him were, appeared as satisfied As if naught else might touch the mind of any. 
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Longfellow translated line by line. Parsons, collecting the sense, rearranged it, reducing nine verses to eight. He felt free to alter and to add: accordingly, "That people which were with him" becomes a "shadowy swarm"; the dignity of Cato, "grave old man," is augmented by "venerable form." To the final lines of Dante's third tercet he gave, though with a hint from the alliteration of "spogliarvi io scoglio," a rhetorical cadence unwarranted by his original. Parsons' heroic quatrain is a noble adaptation. Dryden and Gray, from whom he took it, customarily treat each stanza as a disjunct unit; Parsons not only avoids the dominance of the end-stopped line but enjambs his quatrains, so that the effect produced is an approximate equivalent to the continuity of the terza rima.
Since the days of Longfellow and Parsons, new translations of Dante have multiplied. While to the Cambridge men and their friends, prose or blank verse seemed to be the necessary medium, English scholars contemporary with them-such as Cayley, Minchin, and Haselfootattempted line-for-line versions in terza rima. These efforts have been variously unsatisfactory-cramped and crabbed in style, the diction sometimes dictated by the rhyme scheme; but it is their pattern, rather than that of Longfellow or Norton, which has won the emulation of subsequent translators such as Plumptre, Grandgent, Anderson, and, with modification, Fletcher; and the versions of Plumptre and Grandgent (the latter, fragmentary) offer a closer union of Dante's doctrine and aesthetic discipline, of fidelity to the Italian and satisfaction to the English reader, than their predecessors.
As a poet, not alone a poetic translator, Parsons began early to make a name in the literary periodicals of Boston and New York. "On a Bust of Dante," his best-known poem and still a masterpiece, first appeared in the Boston Advertiser for October 7, 1841.
See, from this counterfeit of him Whom Arno shall remember long, How stern of lineament, how grim,
The father was of Tuscan song: There but the burning sense of wrong, Perpetual care and scorn abide; Small friendship for the lordly throng;
Distrust of all the world beside. . . .
The force and dignity of the ode were almost immediately recognized. Six years later, Longfellow included it in The Estray: A Collection of English and American Poems; and it has, since then, had persistent place in anthologies. When, by the publisher James T. Fields, it was called to the attention of the English Mary Russell Mitford, close and enthusiastic follower of American literature, she acclaimed it as "by very far the finest stanzas that ever left America .... There is no doubt that Dr. Parsons will be the great poet of America if his life be spared." In 1843, the Knickerbocker introduced Parsons as a satirist. Under the incognito of an English traveller in "the States," dispatching verse epistles to his friends at home, he first addressed the London poet Samuel Rogers-for whom, with sharp epithets, he delineated the barbarities of America: "the savage tribes of Illinois"; the "tap-room statesmen's never-ending rant"; the effrontery of Cockney journalists and lecturers who, despised in London, affect in America the style of gentlemen; Peck, the "Pindar of the Sucker State" of Arkansas; the joyless thrift, the careworn faces, and premature old age. In succeeding issues, Parsons similarly addressed Carlyle, Edward Moxon (the publisher), Landor, and Charles Kemble.
The satires allowed Parsons vent for all of his spleens and distastesPuritan morals, the exaltation of the mercantile, modem inventions and illusions. Ridiculing at length Boston's aversion to the drama, he held up to particular scorn the transformation (in 1843) of the Tre-mont Theatre into Tremont (Baptist) Temple, "half chapel and half shop." The nineteenth century he christened the age "of steam and prose"; "this bargain-making tribe" was his epithet for Yankees.
The first collected edition of Parsons' poems, reprinting all but one of these epistles, added a preface explanatory of his intention:
What was their drift?-A whim, without a plan, To feign myself a wandering Englishman: To imagine how he felt, and what he thought; How we had felt, perchance, if English taught: Had we at Harrow or at Eton learned That fine freemasonry that is not earned By bookish toil in colleges at home, Nor all the schools from Gottingen to Rome: Something fastidious-<:all it, if you will, Insular pride,-but something genial still ....
In their praise of English culture, urbanity, and poise, these lines offer the positive ideal by which the satirist has judged his fellow countrymen, and offer confirmation rather than retraction of the satires; but in the concluding paragraph, hopeful that America may one day attain a respite from whirling "progress," Parsons prophesies what has already become fact:
Such as to us-a consecrated streamIsis hath been, our little Charles may seem! In Harvard's names, that now so humbly sound, St. John's and Pembroke may by then be found And what old England is to you and me, Such may New England to Nebraska be! During his appearance in the New York Knickerbocker-under Willis Clark's editorship perhaps the best known literary magazine of its time-Parsons contributed verse and prose to a brilliant pair of Boston periodical ventures: the Boston Miscellany of Literature and Fiction, edited by Nathan Hale, Jr., which ran its brief course during 1842; and the Pioneer, a "little magazine," three numbers of which were issued in 1843 under the direction of Russell Lowell and his friend Robert Carter. The once "authoritative" Atlantic Monthly made its debut in 1857 under Lowell's editorship. Although Parsons did not appear in the first number with Emerson and Holmes, and was never among its featured contributors, his "Sculptor's Funeral" was published in the first volume of the new monthly; and, between 1857 and his death in 1892, twenty-five other poems of his followed. The New York Galaxy, begun nearly a decade after the Atlantic, brought Parsons into the company of his juniors: in the first volume, a translation of his appeared beside the poetry of Stedman and Stoddard and the prose of Howells and James.
Parsons' life as a poet spanned three generations of literary Bostonians. The elder Richard Henry Dana, contemporary of Bryant, Irving, and Cooper, and himself author of the once celebrated "Buccaneer," commended Parsons. The illustrious of the Golden Age were his friends. And when, after the Civil War, a new generation of "artists" began to appear in the Atlantic and the Galaxy, these young people-chief among them Louise Imogen Guiney, Louise Chandler Moulton, Richard Hovey, and Thomas Bailey Aldrich-gave him an appreciation warmer than he had yet received.
His lifelong detachment from the active concerns of active Americans -abolitionism and philanthropy; his love of the Middle Ages and of Europe; his High Anglicanism, unabated by the local dominance of Socinians and Transcendentalists: these traits must necessarily have withdrawn him from the close sympathy of his contemporaries, all of whom, even Longfellow, lived more in their own time than he. There has come down to us no such rebuke of Parsons as Lowell, in his early reforming zeal, once administered to Dr. Holmes, his senior; but Parsons' detachment can scarcely have been approved. The highest praise of his poetry offered by a contemporary of his came, indeed, from Dr. Holmes, the most conservative in his literary and social tastes, who said to a friend, "Dr. Parsons was as true a poet as we had among us. . . . to his lifelong devotion to Dante, by the absorbing study he has given him, I attribute the felicity of his style, the exquisite art that characterizes his work. He has written some poems finer than any other American poet has written."
In temperament and attitude, Parsons had much in common with Irving, who confessed in his Sketch Book, "had I been merely a lover of fine scenery I should have felt little desire to seek elsewhere its gratification. . . . But Europe held both the charms of storied and poetical association .... I longed ... to lose myself among the shadowy grandeurs of the past." The nationalist "programme" calling upon American writers to celebrate American scenes and the American pastthe Indian and the Puritan, the Catskills and the forests of Maine-was insistent enough to draw from Irving his Rip Van Winkle and Legend of Sleepy Hollow, and from the equally literary Longfellow his Hiawatha, Captain or Colonel-whatever invocation Suit our hymn best, no matter what thy station,-On thy grave the rain shall fall from the eyes of a mighty nation! The conceit of Niobe America is at once too trite and, for Parsons' low-pitched style, too extravagant. Doubt of the soldier's rank arises, all too patently, from the need of words to rhyme with "nation"; for the sake of the final line, the other two were "manufactured." For comfort, one must turn back to the artful simplicity of the initial stanza:
Brush not the floor where my lady hath trod, Lest one light sign of her foot you mar; For where she hath walked, in the Spring, on the sod, There, I have noticed, most violets are. Touch not her work, nor her book, nor a thing That her exquisite finger hath only pressed; But fan the dust off with a plume that the wing Of a ring-dove let fall, on his way to his nest.
("Sotto l'Usbergo del Sentirsi Puro") 147
The style illustrated depends for its efficiency upon economy of wordsthe very sparing use of adjectives; the choice of admitted epithets dependent primarily, as in eighteenth-century verse, upon their apt directness rather than their suggestiveness; the basic use of the nounas well as a rhythm of nicely varied pauses; a euphony of sound, avoiding, however, rather than welcoming, any spectacular alliteration or other phonetic sequence; a sustention of timbre and pitch; and a pitch too low for strain. Parsons' is the kind of poetry nearest prose, elegantly precise, not prophetic. Every poetic style has its appropriate dangers. Symbolism tends to private associations and consequent obscurity; metaphorical poetry to a self-cancelling succession of explosions. Classical poetry precariously escapes the flat and the trite. Its art is to "turn" the "commonplace" of love or sorrow-turn it without mannerism but with distinction. In its "personal" lyrics, the "I" must not be too sharp or too special; the analogies must be illustrative rather than integral, variants of tradition rather than private symbols. Such lyrics prize the slight deviation above the violent revolt.
It is Parsons' final handicap that he came to no clear definition of a poetic "kind" and had no sure apprehension of idiom or aim, no sufficient care for the maintenance of tone (almost everything to a classical poet), no precision in measuring the distance of departure from the platitudinous figure or phrase. In classical poetry, all depends upon one's being as much a critic as a poet and having at least as much taste as sentiment. It is his achievement that he wrote a few lyrics, and rather more stanzas, in which these requirements are satisfactorily met. Doubtless Parsons' own poetry suffered because of his early conversion to Dante. Like Donne and Milton, Dante precludes talk about the incompatibility of poetry and erudition. A poet gains by as much learning as he can assimilate. But to be a specialist in Milton or Dante and at the same time to be oneself a great poet: this is scarcely possible. Parsons does not, like the Militonist Wartons, imitate and paraphase and parody his master; but one can imagine the consequence to a talent of living persistently under a colossal shadow. To be a great poet requires, among other endowments, invincible faith in oneself and one's uniqueness. To be any kind of poet stipulates-in ages when prose is the normal and unpretentious form-some presumption that one's personal vision has virtue. Yet how can any man of discernment avoid compario;on of his talent, however he may develop it, with the range and power of Dante? He must read the master and then forget him; for Dante, who enlarges the reader, may very well stifle the poet.
Longer than his poetry or his translation, one may recall Parsons' figure-that of a gentleman of breeding, cultivation, and talent, an endearing amateur of the arts, like Charles Eliot Norton. Parsons is at once a slighter and a more intense Norton: without the latter's extraordinary gift for friendship, his critical concern for the well-being of the body politic, or his cultural evangelism, he had a passion for poetry rare in any age, and a lifelong surrender to one of the supreme poets which gave him single-mindedness and, almost, peace.
